In this paper, an adaptive feature-weight adjusted image classification method is proposed, which is based on the SVM and the fusion of multiple features. Firstly, classifier was separately constructed for each image feature, then automatically learn the weight coefficient of each feature by training data set and the classifiers constructed. At last, a complexity classifier is created by combining the separate classifier and the corresponding weight coefficient. The experiment result showed that our scheme improved the performance of image classification and had adaptive ability comparing with general approach. Moreover, the scheme has certain robustness because of avoiding the impact brought by various dimension of each feature.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of information and multimedia technology, image has become an important component of WWW content. It is necessary to develop intelligent system to retrieve and categorize images based on their visual contents. In computer vision domain, image retrieval and categorization have become researching hot pot for recent several years (Vailaya, Figueiredo, etc. 2001) .
Different from traditional image retrieval issue, image categorization can be well pre-defined in specific domain and specific categories, such as sports image categorization in the Olympic Games. Specifically, image categorization is to give label information for each image. For example, if we classify images of the Olympic Games, the system can automatically label each image with sports categories information, such as swimming, volleyball, lifting, table tennis, gymnastics, etc. For image retrieval, image categorization not only can meet user's semantic retrieval demand by categoryspecific search, but also can reduce retrieval time by weeding out irrelevant images in the process of retrieval.
At present, it is the main method of image categorization that extracting visual features by image analysis technology firstly, then building classification model by machine learning algorithm, at last predicting semantic label information by classification model. Youna integrated both texture and four color features to express each image and implemented sports image categorization by Bayesian classifier (Youna, Eenjun, etc. 2004 ). Chang and Goh adopted SVM and global visual feature to implement image categorization (Chang, Goh, etc. 2003) . As a result of image data's characteristic, image visual feature's extraction and expression are important barriers, which restrict the performance of image categorization. Generally speaking, one kind of visual feature isn't able to express image contents well. Therefore, researchers usually extract several kinds of visual feature to express image contents. But each feature has different importance in an image. When we adopt several kinds of visual feature to express image content, there is an obvious shortcoming if we simply combine multiple visual features into a feature vector. It is not nimble to adjust influence coefficient of each feature to image classification, this shortcoming seriously influences the effect of image classification.
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive featureweight adjusted image categorization algorithm based on the SVM and the fusion of multiple features. The algorithm is able to automatically learn feature-weight coefficient of each feature, which solves the shortcoming of combining multiple visual features into a feature vector and improves the performance of image categorization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction of SVM and multi-class classifier. Section 3 presents our image categorization algorithm based on the SVM and the fusion of multiple features. Section 4 shows the experimental result of our algorithm. Finally this paper concludes in Section 5.
SVM AND MULTI-CLASS CLASSIFIER
SVM is a very effective binary classification algorithm (Burges, 1998) , it aims at separating two classes of training samples in feature space by an optimal hyper-plane, where the maximum geometric margin gains. Given a binary classification problem, where i x is a n-dimension vector and i y is the label of the class that the vector belongs to:
The searching for optimal separating hyperplane 0 = + b x w T is to maximize the geometric margin w 2 in vector space, subject to:
The solution can be found through a Wolfe dual problem with Lagrangian multiplied i α : In the dual format, the data points only appear in the inner product. To get a potentially better representation of the data, the data points are mapped into the Hilbert inner product space through a replacement:
Where ( ) ⋅ k is a kernel function. Then we get the kernel version of the Wolfe dual problem:
Thus for a given kernel function, the SVM classifier is given by
The output of the SVM classifier is the binary classification result. The further the data point is away from the hyperplane, the more confident the classifying result on this data point is.
However, as a binary classification algorithm, SVM would meet problems when comes to multipleclass image classification problem. Many methods have been proposed to combine binary classifiers to form a multi-class classifier. Traditionally, two replacements are adopted when it comes to multipleclass situation.
(1) One-against-All: For each category, training an intra-class classifier which indicates the sample's confidence level of its category membership. Then normalizing their outputs. For each test sample, these classifiers of all categories are used to gain outputs, in which the category with the highest output is selected as the classification result.
(2) One-against-One: For each category, training n-1 inter-class classifiers between current category and other categories (supposing there are n categories). Then normalizing their outputs. For each test sample, the confidence level of each category is the majority voting result of these classifiers. The category with the highest sum of outputs is selected as the classification result. It combines the output of all classifiers to form an integrated prediction.
Hsu and Lin proved that the One-against-One method had better performance than the one-againstall method by experiment and theoretical analysis (Hsu and Lin, 2002) . In this paper, we adopt the Oneagainst-One method when we construct SVM multiclass classifier based on individual visual feature.
IMAGE CATEGORIZATION METHOD
The core idea of the image categorization algorithm based on SVM and the fusion of multiple features is: in the training stage, we firstly construct SVM multiclass classifier based on individual visual feature (such as color feature, texture feature and shape feature) by the One-against-One method (Wu, Lin, etc. 2004) , then the algorithm automatically learns the weight coefficient of each feature by featureweight learning module, which predicts the category information of every image in training dataset through the constructed classifiers; in the predicting stage, we firstly gain the confidence level value of the image belonging to each category by every SVM multi-class classifier based on individual visual feature, then we calculate the confidence level value of the image belonging to each category by combining each confidence level value gained and corresponding feature-weight coefficient, the category which gains the greatest confidence level value is the image's category according to the least error principle. The image categorization algorithm proposed in this paper is composed of the model training algorithm, the learning algorithm of feature-weight and the predicting algorithm.
Model Training Algorithm
(1) Input:
training samples of image category Since our goal is to verify the efficiency of image categorization algorithm we proposed, the feature extraction method is simple and straightforward, where color histogram (Panchanathan, Park, etc. 2000) , texture co-occurrence (Haralick, Shanmugam, etc. 1973) and shape invariant moment (Yao and Zhang, 2000) are extracted for each image.
In the experiment, we use binary classifier in LibSVM tool kits as core classifier to construct SVM multi-class classifier (Chang and Lin) . Three criterions are considered: precision, Recall, F-score. Furthermore, in order to more clearly compare the two methods, we compute macro-precision, macrorecall, macro-F-score for each method. As demonstrated in table 1 and table 2 , our method improves the performance of image categorization comparing with general method. And this improvement is quantitatively demonstrated by their macro-precision, macro-recall and macro-Fscore comparison in table 3. Furthermore, the method proposed in this paper has an obvious advantage of automatically learning each feature's feature-weight, so that it has certain adaptive capacity and adjusted ability, when it trains and predicts other categories of images.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an image categorization algorithm is proposed to address the shorting of combining all the features into one feature vector. The algorithm firstly constructs SVM classifiers based on individual feature and automatically learns each feature's weight coefficient, then combines SVM classifiers and corresponding weight coefficient into a complexity classifier. As demonstrated in the experiments, our method improves the performance of image categorization.
